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Outline 
•  Inhomogeneous Condensates Came to Stay 


•  B is a helpful probe for QCD microscopic 
physics both at high T and at high μ



•  Axion electrodynamics in dense quark matter 
in B


•  Dissipationless Electric Transport


•  Contact with condensed matter



• Outlook
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2016 QCD Phase Map 
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Getting Ready for Exploring  
the Denser Region 



What to Expect at Finite Density? 
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Chiral Condensate: pairs particle and 
antiparticle with opposite momentum 
(homogeneous condensate). 


Density wave pairing: pairs particle and hole 
with parallel momenta (nonzero net 
momentum)


Cooper Pairing: pairs two quarks with 
opposite spins and momenta. 




What to Expect at Finite Density? 
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Chiral Condensate: pairs particle and 
antiparticle with opposite momentum 
(homogeneous condensate). Not 
favored with increasing density.


Cooper Pairing: pairs two quarks with 
opposite spins and momenta. Favored at 
very high densities, but suffers from 
Fermi surface mismatch at intermediate 
densities and chromomagnetic 
instabilities.


Density wave pairing: pairs particle and hole 
with parallel momenta (nonzero net 
momentum). No Fermi surface mismatch. 
Favored over homogeneous chiral condensate. 
Favored over CS at large Nc. 
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One More Element: Magnetic Field 

B
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B is quite pervasive


Pulsar’s surface: 

B ~ 1012–1014G  

Magnetars

surface: B ~ 1015–1016G

Core:  B ~ 1018G


Off central 
collisions: 


B~ 1017–1019G 
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B: a useful macroscopic probe of QCD 


High T: 

Chiral Magnetic Effect


High density: 

Anomalous Hall current, 
Wave attenuation, 
magnetoelectricity 


Kharzeev, ‘06 

Kharzeev, McLerran, Warringa, ’07

Fukushima, Kharzeev,  Warringa, ‘08


Ferrer, VI, ’15




Dual Chiral Density Wave 

Nakano & Tatsumi, PRD71, ‘05


2-flavor NJL model at finite baryon density
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DCDW is favored at 
intermediate densities over 
the chirally restored ground 
state, but not favored over 
Nickel’s real kink solution.


DCDW condensate:  



Game Change: magnetic field 
Frolov, et al PRD82,’10


Tatsumi et al PLB743,’15
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LLL mode is Asymmetric! 


Performing the chiral transformation


DCDW Lagrangian + QED + B


The MF Lagrangian becomes


So the fermion spectrum is




Anomalous Quark Number Density 
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The anomaly makes the 
DCDW solution 
energetically favored over 
a real spatial 
inhomogeneous condensate 


Anomalous quark 
number density 

Nontrivial topology appears due to the LLL spectral 
asymmetry giving rise to the Atiyah-Singer invariant 




Axion Term 
Ferrer & VI, 1512.03972 
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Key observation: the fermion measure is not invariant under UA


The integral is ill-defined and needs regularization. 

Can be done in a gauge-invariant way with Fujikawa approach:


and




Effective Action for the DCDW in B 
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The effective MF Lagrangian acquires an axion term:


The effective action for the electromagnetic field in the 
DCDW in B is then 
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Notice that 


So there are two 4-current contributions 



Ordinary: 
 
 
given by the tadpole diagrams


Anomalous: 
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QED in DCDW in B is Axion QED 

Anomalous charge


Dissipantionless 
Hall current  


⊥ to both B and E


Ferrer & VI, 1512.03972  




Origin of  
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Starting from the anomalous baryon charge density


Multiplying each 
  by the flavor electric charge and 
summing in flavor reproduces the anomalous electric 
charge found from the axion term 


Hence, the anomalous electric charge originates 
from the LLL spectral asymmetry   
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Another way to see the LLL origin of the axion 
term is from the index of the Dirac operator


Where n+ and n-  are the number of zero modes of 
this operator with + and – chiralities respectively. 
Only the LLL spectrum is asymmetric and each LLL 
fermion has a single spin projection, so a given 
chirality. Then, the index is only determined by the 
zero modes of the LLL spectrum
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Ordinary four-current  


Hence, the LLL contribution to the ordinary 4-current is 


Ordinary current/charge do not 
eliminate the anomalous contributions
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Connection to CM and 
Macroscopic Effects
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•  How to connect it to observables in NS?

•  Observable effects in future high baryon 
HIC experiments?

Anomalous Transport: 
Dissipantionless Hall Current   

The Hall current is 
perpendicular to E and B.

Could be present at the 
boundary between the 
quark core & the crust of a 
NS in the globally neutral 
case.  



DCDW	  in	  B	   3D	  Topological	  Insulators	  
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π	  

Described by a massive Dirac 
Hamiltonian with a negative mass. 
Leads to the topological action 

Spatially dependent θ. Topology is 
associated to surface states. θ 
changes from θ=0 outside the material 
to θ=π in the gapped bulk. There is an 
axion domain wall at the surface. 

Exhibit 
anomalous 
Hall current 
perp to E 
and B  

Described by a massive Dirac 
Hamiltonian with a spatially-dependent 
mass. Leads to the topological action 

Spatially dependent θ. Topology is 
associated to LLL states. Topology 
exists throughout the entire system. 

Exhibit anomalous Hall current 
perp to E and B  

Qi, Hughes & Zhang, ‘08 Ferrer and VI, ‘15 
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Axion Polariton: coupled mode of light and axion field


Axion Polariton in Magnetic Topological Insulators 

Li, Wang, Qi & Zhang, Nature Physics, ‘10 

Happens in TI with long-range 
antiferromagnetic order where 
the fluctuation of the axion 
field couples linearly to E:  
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Axion Polariton in DCDW in B 

Ferrer & VI, 1512.03972 


A linear coupling of the 
axion fluctuation field to E  
happens in the DCDW 
quark system in a magnetic 
field:


Magnetic field- 
tunable gap
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If we shine linearly polarized light with              
bnb  and frequency within the gap of 
the axion polariton, there will be a 
noticeable wave attenuation


The gap depends on B, so the attenuated  
frequencies will too. Potentially observable in HIC 
and NS


Wave Attenuation
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Magnetoelectricity 

Anomalous 
magnetization


Anomalous 
polarization
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Different Roles of B at High T and High Density 

At high T: B is a probe 
for the CME, but the 
topology is produced by 
the sphaleron transitions 
among topologically 
inequivalent vacua


At high density: B is a probe 
and a key factor in the 
topology. It intertwines with 
the DCDW to generate the 
LLL spectral asymmetry




Topology Influences IR Physics! 
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Topology	  comes	  from	  
spectral	  asymmetry	  of	  the	  
LLL.	  It	  is	  an	  UV	  
phenomenon	  

The topology affects the gap 
equation through the 
anomalous term, so it 
influences the value of q, 
which comes from the 
pairing dynamics, hence IR 



Outlook

•  We should exploit the analogy with TI and other 

topological materials to design potential 
countertop experiments to get insight of the 
physics of dense QCD in a magnetic field.


•  Quantitative studies are needed to identify 
measurable observables that will allow to probe 
the presence of the DCDW phase at high baryon 
density in future experiments.


•  Investigate the stability of the DCDW solution 
against fluctuations (we expect it to be stable).


•  Explore possible consequences of the 
dissipationless electric transport.
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Field and Inhomogeneity Scales 

Scale of the inhomogeneity: 


vs the characteristic scale of the QGP  
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